
2022 Supplemental Rules 8U Softball Division 

1. This division is an instructional introduction to competition. However, respect, fair play, and
good sportsmanship are the most important lessons to teach at this level and coaches are asked
to align their coaching philosophies with these priorities.

2. The league shall provide: a pitching machine w/extension cord, a batting/hitting tee, 2 buckets
for rotation of pitched baseballs, and 10-12 baseballs for game play.

3. Home team is responsible for setting up the field (including setting up the machine and lining
the fields if needed).  Away team is responsible for cleaning any messes and putting the machine
and any field equipment away at the end of the last game of the day

4. Games are 6 innings in length, but no new inning shall start after 1 hour and 30 minutes. Unless
the “Sunset Rule” is enforced earlier for safety concerns.

5. Playing time is equal. All players shall play a minimum of two (2) innings in the infield and two
(2) innings in the outfield. These rotations must occur within the first 4 innings.  Each player may
only play a position one inning per game.

6. For the sake of rotation of players ONLY, Outfield = LF, LCF, RCF, RF and the CATCHER position,
and INFIELD = 1B, 2B, SS, 3B, and the PITCHER position.

7. Ten players may play the field on defense with four players in the outfield. Outfielders must be
positioned at least 10 feet behind the base paths in the grass and may not cover bases.
Outfielders are not permitted to make infield plays (ex. Touch 2nd base for force out or tag a
runner).  An outfielder can only help with making an out by throwing the ball to an infielder who
then makes the out.

8. If a team has 11 players in attendance, the coaches must discuss this pre-game and the 11th

player must occupy a 5th position in the outfield.  This will create the following positions = LF,
LCF, CF, RCF, & RF.

9. ALL FIELDERS, especially the pitcher, must wear a fielder’s face mask (or batting helmet with
face mask) at all times.  All batters must wear a helmet with a face shield during their at bat.

10. A pitcher may pitch a maximum of 3 innings per game.  At no time during the at bat (including
hitting from the tee) is the pitcher allowed to stand in front of the machine.

11. Catchers are required to wear full protective gear. They are not required to use a catcher’s
glove.



12. Up to a MAXIMUM of three (3) coaches may be in the outfield ONLY when their team is on
defense to assist with positioning. When batting, a coach will feed the machine and another
coach may stand in the batting area to assist with positioning, tee placement, and returning
balls to the coach loading the machine.  Coaches can also be in the coach’s box at both 1st base
and 3rd base. (No umpires are allowed to feed the machine).

13. A maximum of three (3) runs may be scored in any inning but the final inning (regardless of if it’s
the sixth inning). If the “Sunset Rule” or gametime limits on Saturday’s are enforced, the
coaches will agree to declare the last inning.  The final inning shall be determined by both teams
before the top of the selected final inning. When the final inning is reached, teams may bat
through the maximum number of hitters in either of the two teams’ lineups or until three outs
are recorded. (One example, if Team 1 has 11 batters in attendance, and Team 2 has 9 batters in
attendance, then BOTH TEAM BAT 11 BATTERS IN THE FINAL INNING ONLY.)

14. There are no continuation runs at this level, maximum of three (3) runs only per inning.

15. Batters and baserunners may only advance one base at a time unless the ball is batted to the
outfield in the air off the machine. If the ball reaches the outfield (grass) in the air from a
machine pitch hit, the baserunners can advance until the ball is returned to the infield. Once the
ball is returned to the infield (dirt) regardless of possession, baserunners not already attempting
to gain the next base must not advance. All tee hits are one base only.

16. A batted ball that hits the machine is a dead ball single. All runners will advance one base
(regardless of what runners are on base and where they are positioned).

17. Teams will bat the bench in a continuous batting order throughout the game.  There will be no
changing of the batting order during the game.  If a player is injured, or leaves the game for any
reason, their position in the batting order will be skipped.

18. There are no strikeouts at this level. If the player does not hit the ball after five pitches the ball
will be placed on the tee. If the fifth pitch ONLY is hit foul another pitch is given and will
continue until hit fair, swings and misses, or lets the ball go by.

19. No bunting or swing bunts. Batters must take a full swing or will be called back to hit again.

20. Base stealing is not allowed, and runners must remain on the base until the ball is hit. A runner
leaving early will be warned by the umpire.

21. The pitching machine speed will be set to approximately 35 mph.  The speed of the pitching
machine SHALL NOT BE ADJUSTED ONCE THE GAME HAS STARTED.  The height and direction can
be adjusted, but NOT THE SPEED.



22. There are no player call ups. A player from another 8U team can be used if the team has 6
players or less for the game in the regular season. The added player must bat last and play the
outfield unless both coaches agree otherwise.

23. Junior umpires may be assigned. When not available coaches or volunteers shall be used.

24. There is no infield fly, no appeals, and no protests at this level.

25. If a batter hits a ball hard enough to bounce ONE time in the infield dirt and the following
bounce (2nd) hits the outfield grass without being touched by a defensive player in the infield, 
the runner has the option to attempt to gain 2nd base.  Original Batter/Runner cannot proceed 
past 2nd base for any reason.  Any baserunners that were on base at the time of this hit are also 
allowed to gain up to 2 bases.  Ground balls that roll or balls that are hit and take more than 1 
bounce to make it to the outfield grass would only be awarded ONE base as stated in Rule 13 
above. 

End of 8U Softball Division Supplemental Rules 



 
 
 
 
 

 
2022 Supplemental Rules 10U/12U Softball Division 

 
1. Pitching distance is 35 feet (to the front of the pitching rubber), and bases are set to 60 feet (to the back side of 

the bases).  11” softballs shall be used for gameplay. 
 

2. Home team is responsible for setting up the field (including setting up the machine and lining the fields if 
needed).  Away team is responsible for cleaning any messes and putting the machine and any field equipment 
away at the end of the last game of the day. 

 
3. ALL FIELDERS, especially the pitcher, must wear a fielder’s face mask (or batting helmet with face mask) at all 

times.  All batters must wear a helmet with a face shield during their at bat. 
 
4. All games are scheduled for six innings.  However, “Sunset times” apply (no new inning 15 minutes before 

sunset). “Sunset rule” shall be discussed between coaches and umpire and decided on prior to game start.  Also, 
all games on Saturday’s have a “hard-stop” 2-hour time limit. 
 

5. If a game ends due to the “Sunset Rule,” or because of the 2-hour time limit on Saturday, and it is not a fully 
completed inning (where both teams hit and acquired 3 outs for both team), the score of the game will revert to 
the last full inning completed.  Games may end in a tie.  (One Example, if the game ends in the top of the 5th 
inning and Team 1 scores 3 runs to tie the game, but Team 2 never gets to bat, then the score reported would 
be whatever it was at the end of the 4th inning.) 
 

6. Teams will bat the bench in a continuous batting order throughout the game.  There will be no changing of the 
batting order during the game.  If a player is injured, or leaves the game for any reason, their position in the 
batting order will be skipped. There is no penalty for an injured player who may be skipped in the lineup and 
reinserted when ready to continue. 

 
7. Infield fly rule is in effect: 

• Any fair ball that can be caught by an infielder with ordinary effort with runners on first and second or first, 
second and third with less than two outs. If called by the umpire (the umpire will yell out “infield fly” at the 
ball’s apex), the batter will be out. 

• If an infielder drops the ball on a pop-fly in the infield with the “infield fly rule” in effect, the batter will still 
be out; however, runners can still run at their own risk. If the ball drops foul and rolls fair before first or third 
base the batter is out. 

 
8. A pitcher may pitch a maximum of 3 innings per game. 

 
9. Leading off and stealing is allowed. Base runners cannot lead off or steal until the ball leaves the pitcher’s hand 

(home plate cannot be stolen). 
 

10. Bunting is allowed, however any ball bunted foul with two (2) strikes on the batter will be considered an out. 
 

11. A batter may hit a bounced pitch, and if a batter is hit by a bounced pitch she is awarded a base. 
 



12. There is NO sliding into First base in any way.  Sliding is encouraged into Second Base, Third Base and Home 
Plate to avoid contact with the defensive player.  Head-first sliding is NOT permitted into any base at this level.  
Diving BACK to a base head-first is permitted. 

13. Players may NOT play the catcher position for more than three (3) innings in any game. 
 

14. Except in the final inning (or any extra inning), there will be a five (5) run limit per inning. Once a team has 
scored at least five runs, no new batters will be allowed a plate appearance. There is NO run continuation 
allowed at this division. 
 

15. Ten players may play the field on defense with four players in the outfield. Outfielders must be positioned at 
least 10 feet behind the infield dirt in the grass and outfielders may not cover bases. Outfielders are not 
permitted to make infield plays (ex. Touch 2nd base for force out or tag a runner).  An outfielder can only help 
with making an out by throwing the ball to an infielder who then makes the out. 
 

16. No coaches are permitted in the field with their team on defense. Exceptions may be made to allow a coach to 
help pitchers, or position players, if determined by both teams to be acceptable (during regular season only, this 
will not be permitted during playoffs). 
 

17. There are 8U Softball call ups. Also, another player from a 10U/12U team can be requested, and used, if the 
team has 7 players or less for the game in the regular season. The added player must bat last and play the 
outfield unless both coaches agree otherwise. 
 

End of 12u/10u Supplemental Softball Division Rules 
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